
Grade 7 English Home Language 

Week 7-9 Combined Corrections/Memo 

 

English Test Revision Corrections: Language and Comprehension 

 

Activity 1: In the sentences below, circle the subject and underline the predicate.  

1. John played the drums at school.  

2. My family went to London for the holiday.  

3. Lions are the most feared animals in the world.  

4. The soup burnt my mouth.  

5. Dark clouds gathered on the horizon. 

 

Activity 2: In the sentences below, underline the object.  
6. Tim swept and mopped the floor.  

7. Mark and Sam sailed their boat.  

8. Mandy hid all the coins.  

9. The fire destroyed the house.  

10. Jesse saved the kitten.  

 

Activity 3: Write down all the punctuation marks you know and explain one or two 

functions of each of those punctuation marks. 

. Full stop – Marks the end of a sentence. 

? Question mark – Placed at the end of a question. 

- Hyphen – Used to create compound nouns or to help with pronunciation. 

: Colon – Introduces a list of items/explanation. 

; Semi-colon – Used to join to related ideas or sentences. 

’ Apostrophe – Used to create a contraction or to indicate possession. 

“ ” Inverted commas/Quotation marks: Used to indicate direct speech / creates emphasis. 

, Comma – Used to separate items in a list / used to link sentences / used for a pause. 

! Exclamation mark: Used when someone is commanding / shouting or used in an 

interjection. 

Activity 4: Fill in the missing prepositions and state its type 

a. Todd dropped the egg ON the floor. (Place) 

b. The little girl rolled DOWN the bank. (MOVEMENT) 

c. The naughty boy was caught cheating DURING the exam. (TIME) 

d. The ball was stuck BETWEEN the two rocks. (PLACE) 

e. The cow jumped OVER the moon. (PLACE/MOVEMENT) 

 

 



Activity 5: Analyse the cartoon below and answer the questions. (Copy the questions in 

black pen) 

 

1. State the name of the cartoon strip. (1) 

Calvin and Hobbes. 

2. Refer to frame 1. Describe what Calvin is trying to do. (1) 

Calvin is trying to perform a magic act like a magician.  

3. Describe Calvin’s facial expression in frame 1. (1) 

Calvin’s facial expression looks focused, determined and strained, trying to do magic. 

4. Discuss Calvin’s body language in frame 2. (3) 

In frame 2, Calvin’s body language is anticipatory. He is covering his face, anticipating 

whether the magic trick worked or not. He was nervous to check if it did. 

5. In frame 2, “Homework, be done!” is in bold letters. Explain why the cartoonist does 

this. (1) 

The text is written in bold letters because that’s the part of his magic spell that was the most 

important. 

6. Discuss what Calvin is doing in frame 3. (1) 

In frame 3, Calvin is flipping through the pages of his book to see if his magic spell has 

actually worked and if his homework got done magically. 

7. In frame 4, Calvin looks shocked and disappointed. Explain why. (2) 

In frame 4, Calvin looks shocked and disappointed because it seems as though his magic spell 

did not work and his homework was not done. Hence, his word “rats”. This expresses his 

disappointment. 

8. Explain the humour in the cartoon. (2) 

The humour in the cartoon is that Calvin did not want to do his homework. He tried to have 

it done by attempting to do a magic spell which unfortunately did not work. He is then forced 

to do all of his homework. The humour is that he actually thought that a magic spell would 

help him to get his homework done. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



Corrections for Worksheet on Summary Writing 

 Questionnaires are forms that require people to answer questions. 

 A questionnaire is an important document. 

 It requires people to fill out important information. 

 A questionnaire can indicate that research was done about a product/topic. 

 It serves as evidence of research. 

 Questionnaires can be used for marketing and developing/improving products. 

 Information from questionnaires can be represented graphically. 

 Data from questionnaires can be represented on graphs and pictograms. 

 Questionnaires can be important forms such as income tax forms, forms used to 

buy a car or forms used to transfer money to someone. 

 Most forms require you to fill out a name, surname, address and contact details. 

 

 

 


